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Chapter 441  

Joel glanced at the two of them.Then, he lowered his gaze and said, "Granduncle Samuel, Grandaunt 

Sue." 

Sue had married into the family after Samuel's first wife passed away. 

There was a shrewd and capable look in her eyes. 

Her eyes, which had a lot of life in them, glanced at Joel. 

Then, she smiled and said, "Joel, we haven't seen each other for so long! I heard that there was some 

trouble at home, so Samuel and I immediately hurried over to visit you!" 

Samuel let out a cold laugh.Sue immediately prodded his arm, stopping Samuel from speaking.She 

looked at the two women in the living room.Then, she went forward, held Nora's hand enthusiastically, 

and said, "You must be Nora, right? You look just like a Smith! You're so pretty! I heard you're engaged 

to Mr.Hunt?" 

She looked at Justin cheerfully. 

Justin, who was unaware of all the inner workings of the family, nodded politely at her. 

Before Nora could say anything, Sue took off the bangle on her hand and stuffed it into Nora's hand. 

"Even though you've returned to the Smiths, Grandaunt Sue has nothing much she can give you.Here, 

you can have some fun with this bangle for now!" 

Nora:"??" 

She narrowed her eyes slightly and pushed the bangle back to her. 

"I can't take this.It's too expensive a gift" 

"Aw” Sue said, "What's so valuable about this? I have a distant relative in this line of business who's very 

knowledgeable about antiques!" 

"Nora, I know there was a bit of a misunderstanding between you and Samuel previously, but we are all 

Smiths here.We're all still connected to one another no matter what happens.You won't hold it against 

him, right?" 

Nora: Sue was simply too eloquent! She coughed. 

about to say something, Sue stuffed the bangle 

eyes wasn't 

with a smile, "You must be Mia's mom, the one caught up 

upstairs to play when 

reveal 



Sue looking at her, Tanya 

"Yes" 

you before when you were 

time.When you were pouring us water, you accidentally broke the glasses, so your mom punished you 

by making you kneel on the floor.You were only five then.You were so 

were rather 

said next was even 

Joel's child one day? A child with a high status elevates their mother's status, 

Tanya:"???" 

Nora:"???" 

the room could hear the 

risen because she had given birth to Joel's child?! She was clearly refusing to acknowledge Tanya's 

status! Who would bring up 

if Sue hadn't 

and only broke up when you graduated from college? To think the two of you can still get together even 

after five years of separation...and that you can still hold your daughter in your arms.Tanya, you must 

feel very blissful to be 

in Tanya's 

pull her hand out of the woman's grip, but 

brought you up.Now that you have married into a rich family...let's not 

Tanya narrowed her eyes. 

don't understand what you're trying to say, 

got up 

he said, "Tanya, why don't you go upstairs and take a look at 

you to visit us today.If you have something to say, 

was still smiling, but he had completely 

want to argue 

Chapter 442  

Even Samuel didn't dare to behave obnoxiously in front of lan even if he was older than him. 

It was just that the difference in generational roles between lan and Samuel was simply too big. 



That was why he had the guts to come over and say such things. 

However, Samuel sneered and said, "I only said a few words, yet you're saying that I'm 'dictating' what 

you should be doing? Do you have any idea that word has already spread throughout the wealthy circle 

in New York that you've gone out of your mind because of a woman?! It 's to the extent that you're 

already going against Karl Moore! If being a hero is what you want, then, by all means, go ahead! But 

why are you putting the Smiths at stake as a result? You may not be afraid of death, but we want to 

live!" 

Sue nodded repeatedly. 

"He's right, Joel.However, our focus right now isn't about who the matriarch of the Smiths is.After all, it's 

not set in stone yet. 

I'm actually here today to persuade you to reconcile with the Joneses. 

She looked at Tanya and said, "Hillary stole your child and deceived Joel, there's no doubt that she made 

a mistake there.But Jill is still your mother, no matter what, right? Surely you can't disregard even your 

own mother, right?! You and Hillary are technically sisters.Rather than making a fool out of yourselves in 

front of outsiders, in my opinion, why not let the whole thing pass altogether...? We can have the two 

families reconcile while you forgive Hillary.Let Joel do something about it and have her acquitted.This 

way, you won't make a fool out of yourself in front of others anymore.Don't you think I'm right?" 

Tanya:"?!" 

Her expression turned cold. 

"Mrs.Smith, I will never forgive a woman who stole my child, so I would advise you not to bother 

persuading us any further.If not, you can't hold it against me if I don't show you any courtesy!" 

Sue curled her lips disdainfully. 

However, she took a step forward and held her hand again. 

"You silly girl, I'm not doing this for the Joneses; I'm doing this for you! Think about it, how are you going 

to gain a foothold in the Smiths when you don't have a notable background? No matter how awful the 

Joneses are, they can still be considered your family.If you fall out with them, you'll really become 

someone without a family! If a woman without a notable background like you doesn't have anyone 

backing you up, how are you going to be with Joel ? Am I wrong?" 

Her words made Tanya feel incredibly furious and shamed ! Honestly speaking, her status was indeed 

too low in comparison with Joel's. 

After all, the Smiths' status was clear for all to see... 

Moreover, she was already way past the point in her youthful days where love eclipsed all. 

it back then, she would have said mockingly, "So what even if I don't have a notable background? 

years she had spent living abroad had made her thoroughly understand 



Some people were born at the top of the pyramid, but she was instead at the furthest end of the line, 

unable to hold a candle 

and her face flushed 

couldn't make 

a low voice, "Who says she doesn't 

Sue looked at her. 

to offend Nora—after all, she was lan's daughter! The entire 

wrong way, lan would surely crawl all the way out of the hospital and barge into their home to beat 

them up the 

curled her lips 

girl raised in a small household in a small town 

So arrogantly and was completely lacking in 

wealthy family? 

Tanya:"!" 

loss 

got the hint and got up 

forgot to make the introductions.Tanya is my younger god-sister “ As soon as he said that, Nora 

was a year older 

"Well, yes.Therefore, the Hunts are her 

skilled at becoming god-relatives with others: However, with Justin standing there, she ultimately didn't 

dare to say anything else.At this moment, the butler outside came in again.This time, he had a solemn 

look on his face.Upon entering, 

Joel:"??" 

his eyes and subconsciously exchanged a 

men had figured out what Karl was here 

DNA test expedited, so the 

hand, after Nora retrieved Karl's hair samples, she had gone to the hospital to pass them to Lily, who 

result, they were delayed by an 

come to the Smiths' but gone to break Hillary out 

Joel said, "Invite him 
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Karl was a little displeased that Joel was blocking his view of Tanya.But when he thought of how he was 

the man whom Tanya loved, he didn't dare to offend him.As a result, he could only look away in 

dejection. 

He replied, "I'm here to talk to Tanya: Samuel immediately gave him an obsequious smile. 

"Yes, that's right.We shouldn't be impulsive.Let's all sit down and talk it out!" 

He glanced at Sue at once. 

Sue got the hint. 

She grabbed Tanya's wrist, lowered her voice, and said, "Ms.Turner, if you are not stupid, then you 

should know what kind of choice to make, right?" 

Tanya frowned. 

"What?" 

Sue finally said, "I'm actually here because your mother came to me and asked me to talk to you.I 

believe that once you take a step back and give in, the Joneses will owe you one and support you in the 

future, in which case it won't be impossible for you to marry Joel...But if you insist on falling out with the 

Joneses and forcing the Smiths to offend Mr.Moore, then I am afraid you can forget about ever 

establishing a foothold in the Smiths!" 

"You must have a good talk with Mr.Moore.Try to meet all of his demands.He is an influential figure that 

someone like you cannot afford to offend!" 

An influential figure? Tanya looked at Karl. 

She had never been afraid of influential people. 

After all, Karl was only one thing to her at the moment—a father who had tried to help someone else to 

take her child from her. 

When Sue saw that she wasn't saying anything, she went on. 

"You'd best not do anything stupid.I'll tell you this, Joel is willing to stand up for you today because he's 

still in love with you now.Once he gets bored of you, he can easily push you out and make you suffer! 

You know what I mean, right?" 

Tanya lowered her gaze and replied frostily, "Yeah" 

Then, she walked around Sue, stood right next to Joel, and looked at Karl. 

She said very coldly, "I have nothing to say to you"  

Anger filled inside her the moment she thought of how Karl had forced them to go to court with 

Hillary.Her words and behavior shocked Sue! She and Samuel looked at each other and hastily took a 

step forward. 



Sue grabbed Tanya and chastised her. 

"Child, watch the way you speak!" 

Samuel looked at Karl and explained, "Don't take this the wrong way, Mr.Moore.She is from a small 

family, so she doesn't know how to speak properly.Rest assured that her attitude is not representative 

of the Smiths'. 

After all, she is not Joel's wife yet!" 

Tanya and reprimanded 

you're taking towards Mr.Moore?' Hurry up and 

Joel's eyes turned cold. 

saw that Karl's expression had darkened, he thought for a while and decided not to say 

with 

wrath, perhaps he would be able to intimidate those two old fogeys and stop them from creating so 

much trouble in the future! His silence made Samuel think that he had given him his 

his voice became even louder 

to you! Why aren't you listening? Hurry up 

and sneered, 

words horrified 

looked back up—sure enough, Karl 

immediately misunderstood and hastily scolded Tanya angrily 

matter with you? If you don't apologize, then you can forget about 

he turned 

don't 

"Mr.Moore, don't be angry.Insensible, awkward, foul-mouthed, and short-sighted; she has always been 

like this since she was a child! It's all because she's a stray child without a father to bring her up.That's 

why she has 

she said that, she heard a 

moment, an icy-cold object 

Sue was stunned. 

head to see a pitch-black 

was, Sue's legs went limp and she almost fell straight onto the floor! She was so 



to Tanya and said, "Mr.Moore, you...you are pointing 

however, was fixed right on 

when he was 

had found out about Tanya while 

Just the mere thought of it made his heart ache terribly! He asked coldly, "Did you just say 

Sue immediately nodded. 

even heard that Jill's 

rang out right beside Sue's ear, 

trousers immediately became 

that the gunshot had landed right next to 

created a small 

into jelly and she fell 

the muzzle and dissipated the smoke rising out of 

happened, he said, "Sorry, it 

Sue: She nodded obediently. 

she could say anything, Karl lifted the gun and pointed 

was coming from the heavens, yet also as if it 

said, "Hearing you insulting me like that doesn't make me very happy, though 

a small-time gangster? How is my daughter 

Sue:"???" 
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As soon as she said that, a fervor went through the reporters! A mother killing herself in front of her 

daughter?! This was breaking news! Everyone rushed forward with their cameras and pointed their 

microphones at Tanya. 

"Ms.Turner, what is your decision?" 

"Ms.Turner, are you really going to disregard your mother' s life?" 

"If she dies here, you'll become the person responsible for driving her to her death, and you will 

definitely regret it in the future.Ms.Turner, hurry up and accede to her request " 

"Ms.Turner…” 

At the same time, there were also people doing live-streams of the situation. 



With a microphone in his hand, a reporter spoke to his live -stream audience and said, "I heard that 

Tanya's mother has never treated her well ever since she was a child.But she is ultimately still her 

mother and the person who gave birth to her.She gave Ms.Turner life.Surely the fact alone that she 

hadn't abandoned Ms.Turner but fed her and brought her up all the way until she became an adult is 

enough that Ms.Turner shouldn't let her down, right?" 

People were also commenting in the live-stream: "It's all over! Tanya has gotten into huge trouble now!" 

"She doesn't need a mother like that! She shouldn't forgive her.Why should she forgive her?!" 

"What a horrific mother.But if Tanya doesn't save her, she will really become someone who killed her 

own mother.No matter what, she brought Tanya into the world!" 

"What can she do now? Can Tanya really watch her mother die in front of her?" 

Even without looking at the comments, Jill seemed to know what the people would say. 

She sneered at Tanya and brought the dagger even closer to her neck. 

Someone wanted to come forward and stop her, but she shouted, "Don't come near! If you come any 

nearer, I will stab myself with the dagger!" 

Her words made everyone stop. 

Tanya looked at her. 

In this instant, her heart was dead. 

Would you look at that? That was her mother. 

For the sake of her other daughter, she was willing to threaten her with her own life. 

Tanya closed her eyes. 

She felt like a trapped beast forced into the most desperate of situations' What could she do?! In her 

despair, Karl and Nora came out of the manor. 

Nora looked at the situation in front of her and frowned slightly. 

She looked at Jill in confusion. 

In the past, she had only heard Tanya talk about how biased her mother was, but she had never seen it 

with her own eyes. 

growing up, so she had felt even 

she was still furious 

suddenly walked around Tanya.She took a step forward 

Jill was stunned. 

come over! If you come any closer, 

you want to cut your throat, you must remember to aim it at the large artery.Otherwise , you 



Jill was taken aback. 

"What?" 

and did not move forward.She turned around and looked at Joel, who was standing at the door.She said, 

"Joel, please bring my medical bag over.With that, she smiled 

that I can save you.Of course...there's no anesthetic here.To stop the bleeding, I might 

that, Nora smiled 

just for first aid, so I can't 

smile on her lips looked strange 

doll, you won't die' "Of course, it's also possible to completely avoid a scar, but the chances of that 

happening are very low: 

I ask when do you 

Jill: "I" 

after hearing her words? Moreover, for some reason, Nora's voice was very low 

not as sweet as that 

was a little 

slowly like this was 

scared her so much that she shouted, 

eyebrows and did not say 

her felt that the situation was 

reporters around her had lowered their heads and smiled, she immediately narrowed 

looked angrily at 

you going to watch helplessly as others insult your mother? You unfilial child! How did I give birth to 

Tanya lowered her head. 

she even 

calm, but everyone present could hear the despair in her 

I do...to make you cut ties with 

did she owe her forever?! Tanya clenched her 

wish I could peel off my bones and skin 

Everyone was shocked. 



feeling extremely pained at this moment! The live-stream's 

can't 

she can keep forcing her forever? Why? — 

anything! Why should she forgive someone who stole her child? — Suddenly, I feel 

side is her mother, and on the 

forgiveness, what would her daughter think of her when she grows up? 

desperate than 

really too heartbreaking.Don't sign the letter of forgiveness.If she wants to kill herself, let her 
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Karl Moore definitely could not use a gun in front of so many reporters. 

Jill was certain of this, but she still felt panic when she saw Karl Moore approaching her step by step. 

"W-What are you doing?" 

Karl Moore smiled and suddenly held her hand. 

He aimed her dagger at his chest and exerted some force. 

"Aren't you looking for someone to die with? Why are you making things difficult for the child? As her 

father, I have let her down along with you.In that case, why don't I accompany you?" 

Jill was stunned. 

She subconsciously pulled the knife back. 

But Karl Moore pulled hard and stabbed himself in the chest. 

The tip of the knife pierced his skin and blood flowed out. 

Jill's eyelids twitched. 

However, Karl Moore did not seem to feel any pain. 

His eyes were still filled with anger and determination. 

"Look, as a father, I didn't even know that I had a daughter.As a mother, you didn't treat her well, 

either.The child doesn't owe you anything.It's clearly the two of us who owe the child.Since you want to 

find someone to die with, then I'll do it with you! Why make trouble for our daughter? Don't you 

agree?" 

He squeezed the knife against his chest again. 

"Come, use a little strength and it will go in.Then, you will kill yourself.This way, we will be repaying our 

debt to our daughter!" 



"Lunatic!" 

Jill watched as the knife stabbed into his chest. 

She was so frightened that her hands relaxed and she took a few steps back.She shouted angrily, 

"Lunatics, you 're all lunatics!" 

But Karl Moore held the knife and played with it in his hand. 

"Aren't you killing yourself?" 

Jill glared at him. 

Karl Moore said, "Why must you make things difficult for your daughter? Do you have to see her 

unhappy? Can you Stop disturbing your daughter's life?" 

With just a few words, he changed the topic. 

Jill still wanted to say something, but Karl Moore took a step forward and said, "You regret it again? 

Then, come, kill me..." 

Jill retreated. 

Karl Moore took another step forward. 

"Are you dying or not? Speak frankly! If you're not...then get lost!" 

Karl Moore's expression suddenly darkened. 

Jill had seen how terrifying he was.She was so frightened that her entire body trembled. 

Then, she ran out. 

, you're all 

the person involved had escaped, the 

Joel stepped forward and said, "It's not easy for you reporters to come here.How about this? Everyone, 

gave the butler 

butler immediately understood something and 

the reporters did not want to visit a wealthy family like the Smiths? 

inside by 

with each 

handled by the butler 

Joel no longer needed 

moment, his gaze landed 

at Karl Moore 



could have stepped 

to deal with 

anyone present could easily 

made a move and Karl 

goal was to help him get closer 

the looks of it, it 

the group returned to the living room of 

landed on Karl 

are his injuries 

not serious! It's just the upper skin.It's nothing.I don't even bother to look 

His words stunned Tanya. 

get hurt 

in the mafia 

"Not often.Just occasionally.Occasionally...hehe..." 

head and 

call you by your 

"... 

said unhappily, "It's your mouth, 

her tone was awkward, she 

Karl Moore was overjoyed. 

immediately took out a black card from his pocket in 

card is for you...You can buy 

handed her the car keys 

country.It's not very functional, though.Drive this for now.If there's 

a house? Can I 

returned the 

buy them 

she looked elsewhere, 

Tanya had been disliked since she was young and her mother had hated her every minute of the 



she was already used to living alone.She could not get used to 

Moore stared at the black card in his hand and looked 

something, but Joel walked 

me and doesn't lack anything.You don't have 

at Joel and finally 

back, then'’ With 

he would be satisfied if Tanya could say just one more word 

Tanya sighed. 

"You...can leave now" 

disappointment, but he knew that such things could 

already 25 or 26 years old.She was independent and 
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"That's strange" Nora raised her almond-shaped eyes and looked at Karl Moore with a faint smile. 

Karl Moore frowned. 

"Speaking of which...this isn't the strangest thing.Did you guys know? After she told me that Hillary was 

my daughter, she even gave me an accurate date of birth.I got someone to investigate and saw the birth 

records in the clinic.However, that child was not Tanya.It was indeed Hillary because the child had a 

mole on her ear.Furthermore, I later checked the information on Hillary's identity card and realized that 

the date of birth was actually fake.In other words, Hillary's identity card is eight months younger!" 

Everyone was stunned. 

"April 25th?" 

"Yes, that's right." 

Karl Moore frowned. 

"Tanya is my daughter.She can only be born in April or May.Hillary was also born in April of that year.It 

can't be that Jill gave birth to twins where one is mine, and the other isn't, right? Is that possible?" 

Nora looked at him in a speechless manner. 

"Logically speaking, there is a chance.It's just that it's a very rare occurrence.For example, if she had two 

eggs that month and slept with..." 

She did not finish her sentence. 

Karl Moore understood and instantly flushed in anger. 

"In other words, even if I hadn't left back then, she had still betrayed me?" 



Two children born at the same time could only mean she got pregnant at the same time! Jill had slept 

with him for less than two days, and she was already with that Jones guy? This was simply a great 

humiliation! The others around him were speechless. 

Nora suddenly pitied this person who had been cheated on. 

However...the probability of getting pregnant with two men's children at once was very low. 

Would it really happen to Jill? The Joneses. 

Jill returned home in low spirits. 

Mr.Jones was sitting on the sofa watching television. 

When he saw her appearance, he sneered. 

"You're being rebuffed, right? I told you not to go...Karl Moore already knows the truth.Why are you 

running over?" 

Jill glared at him. 

"Who asked you to be useless! You can't even save your own daughter! If it weren't for our daughter, I 

wouldn't have lied to him!" 

Mr.Jones sneered. 

"It's fine if you're lying.I'm just afraid they'll find out what happened back then!" 

As soon as he said this, Jill's eyes flashed.She stood up suddenly and gulped. 

"No, no way?" 

told him about the nursing 

records in order to convince him! Won't they suspect 

bit her lip 

She was very confident. 

They will never think of the 

this, he did not rebut 

her deeply and sneered before standing 

Jill followed behind him. 

help me save my daughter.I won't let this go!...Why are you so useless ? If I were you, I would have 

saved 

fist against the wall and 



not the only one in the family ! The rest of us still have to live! I think Hillary has been spoiled by you 

since she got to where she is today! She has always been above Tanya in everything since she was 

young.How would she not be arrogant? 

He stared at Jill. 

you.Stop! I still want 

he 

stared at him and 

his old age, he 

Moore had no reason to stay this 

only 

he said, "Tanya, 

Tanya interrupted him. 

have to 

"....” 

Moore got the 

understand!"After he left, Tanya heaved a sigh of relief.Nora 

you well, 

of Tanya's 

Uncle lan was so enthusiastic about you, would you have been 

help but shudder when she 

was more 

she would have a headache 

took the three children 

about to follow when Joel suddenly said, "Mr.Hunt, Nora 

need to observe her for 

of 

moment, Justin's phone 

it up and heard a 

you haven't been home for a few days? Don't you know there's someone waiting for 



Justin's usually light and cold eyebrows furrowed 

"Huh?" 

lazy and charming, and there was a hint of seduction 

always talk like this.Are you still not used 

"...When did 

you" His expression 

when you learn 

He hung up. 

At the Hunts'. 

the 

Mrs.Hunt was 
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Brenda sat there elegantly and looked around. 

Louis, who lived at home, was entertaining her. 

"Sister Brenda, you're finally back!" Brenda immediately smiled. 

"You missed me too?" Louis nodded. 

"Yes, you're right!" 

Brenda raised her eyebrows and asked charmingly, "Really ? How much?" 

Louis:"??" 

Brenda glanced at him again. 

"You're already an adult, right? Are you still a virgin?" 

Louis:"??" 

His face instantly turned red. 

"S-Sister Brenda..." 

Brenda leaned forward slightly and teased him. 

"You don't have a girlfriend yet? Why don't I find you one? What do you think of me?" 

Louis:"!!!" 



He had long known that Brenda was the famous player in the circle, but he did not expect that she 

would not even let him off! He stood up in shock and was about to say something when an icy 

reprimand came from upstairs. 

"Speak properly!" 

When Brenda heard this, she immediately sat up straight and looked up. 

She saw Justin walking down with a cold expression. 

Brenda replied, "Big Brother, I am talking properly!" 

Justin frowned and reprimanded, "You're a girl. 

Can't you be more careful with your words? Also, don't you have a boyfriend? Why are you still..." 

He glanced at Louis and did not speak. 

Brenda shrugged. 

"Oh, we just broke up" 

Justin: He took a deep breath and suppressed the gloominess in his heart. 

He sat down opposite her. 

"You're not young anymore.Can't you look for a serious relationship?" 

Brenda: "...I'm very serious every time!" 

Justin really couldn't do anything to this player sister! He touched his forehead. 

Brenda had already leaned over. 

"Justin, you're not old, why are you so conservative? And since you're so conservative, how did you find 

such a girlfriend?" 

Justin looked at her. 

"What girlfriend?" 

Brenda was delighted. 

"I knew it.You're not serious.You're just playing with her, right?" 

However, just as she finished speaking, Justin said, "That s your sister-in-law" Brenda narrowed her eyes 

and said unhappily, "Sister-in-law?" 

Justin nodded. 

say something, 

"Be respectful" 

the words that were about to 



this moment, the door upstairs opened 

the Mathematical 

he went downstairs, Brenda rushed 

my dear baby Pete, 

body froze as he called out 

"Hey!" 

Brenda looked up. 

come down 

was speechless.She looked at Justin with a head full 

"What about your mommy?" 

worried my homework would disturb them, so I decided to come downstairs to 

She was still sleeping... 

this moment, the sound of the door opening came from upstairs 

adorable voice could be 

why didn't you wake 

sister and then 

down 

to go 

Aunt Brenda is 

Cherry:"?" 

her head out and was about to look down 

in confusion, "Pete, is she not a good person ? Pete was silent for 

is...Aunt Brenda is a little 

Cherry:"?" 

listening to the 

she was being despised?' She stood 

how you talk about me? Come 

Cherry and signaled for her to go back 

he walked downstairs 



as he went downstairs, he saw Brenda looking 

come" Pete walked in front of 

moment, Brenda stretched out 

pants.Let me see if you've 

Pete:"!I!" 

He turned and ran. 

chase after him, but she was stopped 

"Stop." 

heaved a sigh of relief.He lowered his head 

"Pete, go in and look after your sister.Tell your mommy 

"Okay, Dad!" 

Pete pushed open the bedroom door and went 

raised her eyebrows and looked 

Justin and held his 

her too much? I can't eat 

a little uncomfortable with her being so close to 

he and Brenda were only normal siblings, he still 

can't eat 

eat her! 

lead Nora astray! Brenda liked men and had had boyfriends 

whichever handsome man 

face complex, might very well turn like 

fondness for beauty 

if she was led astray? Justin wanted to fundamentally eliminate this possibility! 

at him and 

the mention of that woman, Justin always 

would not 

stood up, 



me see her, but I still want to see her.I want to see what kind of stunning beauty could mesmerize my 

brother! Anyway, I have nothing on in the morning and only have to meet someone 

was silent for a moment before 

do whatever you 
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Maureen: "Oh, she probably wants to sleep for a while more.Let's eat first! Come on!" 

Brenda was speechless. 

She said in a daze, "There's no need.I'm meeting someone for lunch.I'll get going" After she left the 

Smiths, she still felt dizzy. 

The moment Brenda left, there was finally some movement on the bed upstairs. 

Nora opened her eyes in a daze and took out her phone.She saw that there were a few missed calls on 

her phone. 

They were all from Morris.She hesitated for a moment before calling him. 

Morris picked up quickly. 

"Miss Smith, our department has formed a special team to investigate the human trial back then.Now, I 

would like to invite you to be our team's external forensic doctor.Are you interested?" 

Nora stretched and was about to answer that she was not interested when she heard Morris say, "Don't 

you want to know what exactly happened to your mother back then? Also, I have some very important 

information about you.I wanted to inform you that you're actually in a lot of danger " 

These words made Nora narrow her eyes. 

She recalled her mother's words. 

"...You have to be mediocre, or your life will be in danger!" 

What kind of danger could she be in?! Morris continued, "Of course, if you can join us, I'll tell you some 

secrets about the case!" 

When Nora heard this, she lowered her almond-shaped eyes. 

"Tell me first. 

"Alright? Nora could hear the resignation in his voice, but joining a team, though? First, she would have 

to see whether the team was good enough or not. 

Otherwise, they could forget about wasting any of her sleeping time. 

She leaned against the headboard with her legs folded and said, "Speak" 

Morris slowly said, "I have almost found out why your mother fled back then' His one-liner made Nora 

focus at once. 



"Why?" 

Morris said coldly, "The organization was conducting human trials back then.We still don't know what 

exactly they were researching, but after the boxing champion Abigail's incident, we heavily suspect it to 

be a drug that can enhance the human body's agility and physical strength!" 

To be honest, Nora had suspected as much for a long while now. 

After all, she had heard from Quentin that Victor was just a nobody gangster two years ago. 

How could he possibly become a peerless martial arts master in just two years' time? He must have 

taken some kind of drug that could enhance his physique. 

would surely be mass-manufactured, right? It wasn't like it was poison, so why were they being so 

mysterious about it? Perhaps because he could hear the doubt in her 

went crazy 

Nora asked, 

"That's right." 

Morris nodded. 

effects that affect a person's nervous system.That's why the drug has been a prohibited substance all 

down and asked, "So, what does this have to 

took a 

out about 

"We encountered a similar case many years ago.Some people took drugs that 

extracted the chemical components in their 

in Victor's body this time, we can conclude that they have indeed been researching the same drug 

have been studying the drug for more than twenty years, yet the chemical composition hasn't 

much of each chemical they used in 

really so certain that the 

Nora shook her head. 

also made medicines herself, so 

one had theories about a drug, they would definitely test it out and adjust 

succeed even after many 

were they being so 

fists and slowly said, 



to see 

nodded and said, "That's right, someone has successfully used that formula before.That's why they kept 

trying and persevered with the formula! As far as I know, the success of that 

Nora slowly sat upright. 

steady 

life history.When she was a teenager, she went to Switzerland for pharmaceutical studies.I suspect that 

she 

Nora was stunned. 

of now, 

had simply crossed moral 

that perhaps the organization was looking for something 

organization must think that the object they 

were pursuing her 

her mother to be part of 

said a little coldly, "Are these your conjectures, or do you 

voice deepened a 

of monetary transfers from unknown sources in her 

my mother was investigating the case back then, your mother was a crucial figure 

heart, however, was gradually 

Her mother... 

never felt much for 

oldest memories she had, her mother 

Chapter 449  

Brenda continued to rest her chin on her hands. 

"An external forensic doctor? Is it a he or a she? And are they good-looking?'  

Morris:"???" 

Shouldn't she be asking for the other party's name and occupation first? Why was the first thing she was 

concerned about instead whether they were good-looking or not?! He lowered his eyes. 

"Captain Brenda, I'm talking business here!" 

Brenda waved dismissively. 



"Hey, so am I.Understanding your teammates is also a key to a successful team, isn't it ? Besides, I have 

an allergy, so my requirements for who I work with are rather high" 

Morris was taken aback. 

"What kind of allergy?" Brenda sighed. 

"I am allergic to ugly people.Morris's jaw tightened. 

The woman looked at him pitifully and said, "Really, I'm not kidding." 

Morris stared at her for a while with a cold look on his face. 

But shortly after, he gave in and said, "It's a woman...He thought of Nora's delicate little face and her 

constantly half-lidded eyes, as well as her almond-shaped eyes when she occasionally raised her head 

and looked at someone attentively, and he slowly added, "She's pretty." 

Brenda stared at him and suddenly smiled. 

"Okay, got it" 

Morris took a deep breath and started talking about Nora's occupation. 

"She is a surgeon.Her name is Nora Smith." 

Brenda's lazy eyes instantly flicked upward. 

She was a little dumbfounded. 

"What?" 

Wasn't that Justin's lazy girlfriend who only knew to sleep in all day? After Nora got up and ate 

something, she slowly headed to the address that Morris had sent her. 

It was a French restaurant. 

The restaurant had very distinctive interior decor, and it was obvious at a glance that it was a very 

expensive restaurant. 

She casually pushed the door open. 

Right away, she spotted Morris, who was seated at the quietest spot in the corner directly opposite the 

door. 

Dressed in a black suit, he exuded an upright aura all around him. 

When Nora walked over, she discovered that a woman was sitting opposite him. 

The woman looked about 24 to 25 years old. 

wavy curls and was wearing 

and lazy, and she had a pair of deep-set 

also had 



was full and 

at a glance 

was seated, Nora could 

pinch it Tanya's face 

her 

previously, but they now knew 

Karl's parents were of mixed ethnicities, this meant that a quarter of Tanya's blood was also 

That explained everything. 

case for the woman 

was likely not 

that she was good-looking and knew 

also knew how to exhibit the most beautiful side 

the female version of 

Ahem. 

to 

as she did, she sensed 

must be very pretty, but she hadn't expected her to 

was a 

an oval face, a defined nose, full lips, 

because of her lazy and casual demeanor, her slightly downcast eyes, and the careless and casual air 

out of place 

a mysterious 

wonder Justin was so infatuated 

sure was 

Brenda looked away. 

of 

those years ago.Captain Brenda and I will be in charge of the usual arresting and collection of evidence, 

but once we catch the suspects, we may have to trouble Ms.Smith 

no trouble: Nora couldn't 



to come to 

medical team is the most professional one in the world.I'm sure you guys will be able to find out more 

from the analyses than we can.Also, we will also be handing Victor over to you for medical treatment" 

Nora 

"No problem" 

be the one 

care of Quentin, lan, and Old 

shouldn't be any 

the unscrupulous businesswoman, thought to 

the two of them out today to let them 

met, he said, "Then...I 

Nora nodded. 

didn't have 

however, subconsciously felt the urge to quip 

the way here on an empty 

Morris:"?" 

He glanced at Nora. 

finally said, "I'll treat you two to 

to nod when Nora got 

eaten, 

she didn't have a lot to do, she, unfortunately, had too many identities! With every identity of hers 

having a little work each, she was already up to her 

Chapter 450  

She finally came up with the term after thinking for a long while. 

However, after she spoke, she realized that Cherry didn't greet Brenda. 

When she turned and looked at Cherry with puzzlement, she instead saw Cherry exclaim, "Aunt 

Brenda?" 

She had seen Brenda downstairs in the morning, but by the time Brenda looked up, Pete had already 

rushed over and stopped her. 

That was how she knew that Brenda was her aunt! "Aunt Brenda?" 



Nora, who was a little taken aback, looked at Brenda. 

A moment later, Lucy, the housekeeper, also walked over and said in surprise, "Ms.Hunt, are you here 

for Mr.Hunt again? He has something to do at the office in the afternoon, so he isn't here right now: 

Nora understood now. 

No wonder Brenda's eyes had looked a little familiar. 

As it turned out, it was because they resembled Justin's! Moreover, her last name was Hunt... 

She must be the cousin that Justin got along with relatively well, right? While she was thinking about it, 

Brenda's brows drew together. 

She pointed to Cherry and said to Nora, "Don't move!" 

She took out her cell phone and took a photo of Cherry. 

While taking the photo, she even turned on the camera's beauty mode and said to Cherry, "Say cheese" 

Cherry smiled and even made a victory sign. 

After Brenda looked for a good angle and took a beautiful photo, she finally stood up straight and asked 

Nora, "Does Justin know that you're dressing the kid like this?" 

Nora:"?" 

She blinked. 

"Probably?" 

'Probably'? Brenda pretended to be angry. 

"Are you actually making the kid wear a dress while Justin is out? You're too much! I'm going to send the 

photo to Justin!" 

She opened Messenger and sent the photo to Justin with the message: "Justin, look at your child! It's 

your little girlfriend's handiwork-" 

Nora said,"...He knows." 

He was the one who had bought all the dresses. 

Brenda, however, was looking at the photo happily. 

At the same time, she was also secretly whining inwardly, 'Tsk, Pete is such an unparalleled beauty. 

Why does he have to be a boy instead? I've always wanted to dress him up like a girl and take photos of 

him, but Justin never agreed to it. 

.. 

Look at how good Pete looks in a dress!' Little did she expect Nora to succeed at what she had failed, 

though. 

But despite her thoughts, she adopted a disdainful attitude on the surface. 



cherry, "You've fallen so low, kid! Justin, that stick-in-the-mud, 

waited happily for Justin 

was busy, 

not busy, he couldn't be bothered to reply to her messages, 

after she sent 

Nora had actually accomplished what Brenda had always wanted to do but couldn't! This alone already 

made Brenda a little fond of 

No, wait... 

her love for beauty cloud her senses! With that in mind, 

Cherry looked at Nora. 

Nora merely raised her 

didn't pay her any 

hopped over and sat beside her 

Beep. 

message had 

took out 

not a reply from Justin but a message from a handsome guy she had 

wrote: 'Dinner 

Brenda replied: 'Sure” 

only just replied when another handsome guy sent her 

 Brenda:"?" 

the first guy, and 

became a little 

palm , she asked Cherry, "Which 

she paused for a moment after she asked the question, finding herself simply 

As soon as the thought formed, an 

Aunt Brenda! Although I like the 

Brenda subconsciously agreed. 

not the most 



nodded and leaned 

after, a weird conversation took place in the living room: "Aunt Brenda, this guy 

and not masculine enough.I like this one.He has 

about this? Aunt Brenda will gather all the handsome guys and let you pick one 

soon as she said that, she suddenly realized 

turned toward Cherry abruptly to see the little girl staring at her phone with bright 

Brenda:"???" 

had Nora dressed Pete up like a girl, but she had also changed his sexual orientation? Was she doing this 

so that he wouldn't be able to have a son in the future, thereby preventing him from inheriting the 

family's assets? This 

was no way Cherry would know what she was 

said excitedly, "When are you gonna bring them over, 

Brenda's expression turned cold. 

shouldn't be liking handsome guys 

Cherry was dumbfounded. 

from looking at handsome guys? No, she couldn't have that! Thus, she put her arms around Brenda and 

Brenda:"?" 

placed her 

like you have a fever, 

moment, Pete came back from school with a school bag on 

Mia's hand and entered the 

when she 

to look at Cherry again!!! 

eyes in disbelief and muttered, "Huh? Am I seeing things? But even when she opened her 

 


